Introducing

The Agency of the Future

P2 Solutions has the privilege of being an exclusive Micron ACS (Advanced Computing Solutions) VAR for the US Healthcare market, and other verticals such as IIoT, Smart Cities, Buildings and Utility Grids, Streaming, Virtual and Augmented Reality and Interactive Gaming. Micron's modular, highly scalable FPGA-based HPC and embedded systems solve the biggest of the data computing challenges — from the edge to the cloud to the desktop. With these industry-leading technologies, processes that used to take hours are reduced to seconds; workloads that previously required thousands of expensive servers can be handled with a single rack of systems. In short, Micron solutions enable new capabilities so you can create, innovate and differentiate your business, compete well and deliver superior customer value.

P2 specializes in design and implementation of HPC and Artificial Intelligence for tomorrow's most demanding data environments. We are both a consulting service and a systems integrator for AI and Secure Edge networks and applications. With our retained search and managed IT services, deep experience and together with Micron's hardware superiority, we are the right partner to design and implement your smart Edge data systems.

Give us a call and get the Edge.

Micron ACS won the Highest Performance, Lowest Heat, Lowest Energy, & Lowest Cost – against 60 other HPC + AI makers!

P2 Solutions is an Exclusive Authorized VAR
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